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Abstract

Insider attacks are an ever-increasing threat for organizations, with dire consequences. Rogue em-
ployees who possess legitimate access to systems, and knowledge of security policies and monitor-
ing practices of organizations, can evade detection. Organizations remain ill-equipped in detecting,
deterring and mitigating sophisticated insider attacks, as traditional security controls and detection
systems are tailored to external threats. Literature on insider threat detection provides the theoretical
foundation to understand the motives, behavior and patterns of insider attacks. The majority of pro-
posed models for insider threat anomaly detection, mainly focus on processing network data. In this
paper, we propose and evaluate a Bayesian Network architecture that can consider behavioral aspects
in tandem with network data. Our system utilizes machine learning to understand the structure of the
data, inputs specially crafted features based on theoretical foundations of insider threat and enables
analysts to consider behavioral features, if such data is available. We applied our system on CMU’s
synthetic dataset and our results provide justified and informed decisions on selecting parameters for
Bayesian Networks and suggest that such an approach is highly effective. All attacks in the dataset
were identified, with a very low number of false positives.
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1 Introduction

Insider threats for organizations are significant, difficult to tackle, with increasing risks and costs [17,
20, 52]. They comprise a sequence of authorized actions and can occur on any computational resource
within an organization. Insiders’ knowledge of the organization’s practices and prior authorization to
access systems, allows them to bypass mainstream security controls.

Malicious insiders and accidental loss are considered the only two data breach sources which ex-
perienced a growth in the quantity of breached records [17]. Recent findings by the Ponemon Institute
suggest that financial consequence per cyber attack is worsening; malicious insider attacks are expe-
rienced by roughly 40% of companies; the typical malicious insider attack entails the highest average
cost to an organization of any type of attack; and malicious insider attacks require significant time to be
resolved, rendering them expensive [20].

Traditional signature-based approaches applied on hosts and networks are ill-equipped to detect, de-
ter and mitigate insider attacks due to their unpredictable nature. An alternative to signature-based threat
detection, which is more error-prone and time-intensive, is anomaly-based detection systems. Extensive
research in the development of such methods has been conducted, however, proposed systems typically
struggle to maintain both a low-false positive rate (i.e. where well-intended activity is considered an
attack) and a low-false negative rate (i.e. where an attack is not detected).
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Active areas of research in the field of insider include understanding different motivations and threat-
ening environments [8, 37], looking for conceptual models focusing on detecting different attack meth-
ods [8], and implementing such models and systems for use in anomaly-based detection of insider
threats [33, 16, 24]. However, most anomaly detection systems do not encode behavioral aspects and
prior knowledge, relying only on network data.

This paper explores the use of Bayesian networks with machine learning for detecting insider threats
and discerns the extent to which this approach allows for behavioral aspects to be utilized. Machine
learning is enabled to generate Bayesian network models learning what constitutes normal behavior for
employees. We enhance the machine learning libraries for Bayesian networks by providing algorithms
that reduce the processing time from exponential to linear when querying for a prediction. The behavioral
information and prior knowledge from insider attacks are combined with information deemed abnormal
to create an anomaly detection system. We validate our model on well-adopted CMU dataset 1 designed
specifically to test insider threat detection models. Our results show that the effectiveness of Bayesian
networks, renders such an approach a powerful detection tool.

In what follows, Section 2 presents a systematic literature review of insider threats, prior knowledge
useful to identifying such threats, and approaches to their detection. Sections 3 and 4 detail the design
and theory for Bayesian networks, and the role that machine learning can play. Section 5 details the
dataset used to validate our system, explains the features derived from the data and elaborates on the
implementation of the Bayesian network system. It also considers how psychological and other static
knowledge can be utilized. Section 7 reports on the performance of the system on CMU’s dataset, while
Section 8 concludes the paper by drawing recommendations on the effectiveness of the system for insider
threat detection.

2 Review of theoretical and technical research on insider threats

2.1 Defining an insider threat

Early works define an insider as ’a trusted entity that is given the power to violate one or more rules
in a given security policy... the insider threat occurs when a trusted entity abuses that power’ [5]. This
definition was expanded to include an insider [attack] composed of ’two primitive actions: violation of a
security policy using legitimate access, and violation of an access control policy by obtaining unautho-
rized access’[6]. Albeit a good theoretical approach, it is considered limited as it focuses on a variable
security policy, whereas the significant majority of insider attacks occur against universally-agreed secu-
rity policies [8].

In the context of this paper, an insider to an organization is defined to be an individual that was given
authorization or access to an asset of the organization by the organization itself. Assets are property
of the organization, including physical property (e.g. hardware and infrastructure), data, finances, and
even intangibles such as information and reputation [10, 8]. Examples of insiders include employees,
contractors, and business partners (such as supply-chain partners, outsourced data-centres, and cloud
service providers).

A threat, in a general context, is an event or situation which has the possibility of causing negative
impact to some recipient. If a threat is malicious (as opposed to accidental), it is called an attack and the
recipient is considered a target; an attack is an intentional attempt to cause a negative impact on a target.
Furthermore, the cyberspace assets of an organization consists of all computer systems, networks, and
data stored electronically that the organization is considered to own or have authority over.

1https://resources.sei.cmu.edu/library/asset-view.cfm?assetid=508099
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These preliminary definitions allow the definition of precisely what the system will be aimed towards
detecting: insider (cyber-)threats and insider (cyber-)attacks.

Definition (Insider Cyber-Threats). An insider cyber-threat to an organization is an event or circum-
stance in which an insider may effect a negative impact to the organization, particularly to the confiden-
tiality, integrity, or availability of the organization’s cyberspace assets, due to their heightened authoriza-
tion and/or access to the organization’s cyberspace assets [10, 8].

Definition (Insider Cyber-Attack). An insider cyber-attack against an organization is an attempt by an
insider to abuse their heightened authorization and/or access to the organization’s cyberspace assets to
harm the organization [10, 8].

Insider threats may occur due to an inattentive or unwitting (i.e. not malicious) employee without
malicious intent. This paper will not focus on accidental insider threats and will not consider threats
outside of cyberspace.

2.2 Theoretical foundations of insider threats

Theoretical work on insider threats examines the motives and means of insiders to inform the design of
detection systems. Compared to external attacks, which are often followed by public announcements,
insider attacks are typically more private, as they suffer from a greater extent of social stigma. Therefore,
case studies are scarce. However, CERT CMU [8] made vital strides forward. In their seminal work,
CERT examined a series of actual insider threat case studies and categorized insider attacks into at least
three areas [8]: intellectual property theft, fraud and sabotage.

Intellectual property threats are committed usually to attain business advantages, selling sensitive
documents to a rival organization, or occasionally for whistle-blowing [8]. CERT found that the majority
of intellectual property theft is committed by technical insiders, who steal intellectual property with
which they are intimately aware or involved [8]. Non-technical insiders are less likely to have access
to the majority of intellectual property, and will likely be unable to utilize it themselves outside of the
organization other than simply selling it. CERT notes that technical insiders rarely steal intellectual
property with the aim of selling it directly. Instead they use it to their advantage: either to take it with
them to a new job, to help them start their own competing business, or to take it to a foreign government.
Such instances of intellectual property theft are therefore significantly more likely to occur close to the
termination of an insider’s contract.

Insider Fraud consists in the insider’s use of their authorization/access to either deliberately under-
mine the integrity of the organization’s data for personal gain or to steal information that leads to an
identity crime [53, 25]. Fraud does not require technical expertise and tends to be more accessible to
those in administration, therefore is primarily committed by employees in lower-level positions [8]. Fi-
nancial gain is the primary motivator, particularly for those in a poor financial situation. The majority of
insider fraud cases analyzed by CERT spanned at least five months and involved frequent instances of
significant theft or breaches in integrity [8].

Sabotage is concerned with the disruption of availability of cyberspace assets and harm to individ-
uals. It is typically committed by those in technical roles, such as system administrators, who have the
expertise to achieve significant damage to cyberspace assets. However, other instances of insider IT sab-
otage exist where the insider is not the one directly committing the sabotage, but instead is facilitating
an outsider [8]. Problematically, many of the actions carried out by insiders are similar to their daily job
tasks. CERT found that such attackers do stand out behaviorally [8].

Characteristics such as conflicts with fellow workers, confrontation with supervisors and unprofes-
sional behavior, increase the likelihood for disgruntlement and may ultimately lead to malicious intent.
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These characteristics are critical in detecting insider threats, hence anomaly detection systems should
reinforce outputs which at the moment rely solely on network data with behavioral observations.

Research explored the contextual, behavioral, and psychological clues that exist in insider attacks [44,
12]. Shaw et al. [44] detailed psychological areas in which differences were observed between insider
threats and non-malicious insiders. In particular, they noted heightened introversion, social and personal
frustrations, computer dependency, ethical ’flexibility,’ and entitlement; reduced loyalty; and lack of
empathy.

Dupuis et al. [12] contrasted the psychological profiles of malicious and non-malicious insider threats.
Their findings suggest that insiders were significantly less conscientious and agreeable, weakly less ex-
troverted and open, and significantly more neurotic. Furthermore, they found that those with ‘lower
levels of financial well-being’ are ‘more likely to engage in circumstances consistent with a malicious
insider’. Their results echo the theory that the psychological profiles of insiders are different to those of
benign employees.

Often psychological models focus on the Big Five Personality Traits (Agreeableness, Conscien-
tiousness, Extroversion, Neuroticism, and Openness) [12]. These form a simple way to encapsulate a
psychological profile in a few traits, which then can be incorporated into manually-crafted detection
models [47, 51]. Finally, cases of insider threat have been analyzed to form attack trees that consider
motivation, behavioral factors and technical steps required to complete attacks [3].

2.3 Approaches to anomaly-based insider threat detection

The literature contains several approaches for detecting insider threats, particularly via anomaly-based
detection methods, exploring numerous competent methods, models, and algorithms. Anomaly-based
detection approaches can broadly be characterized into three groups: machine learning, statistical, and
data mining [33].

Hidden Markov Models have received significant attention not only for anomaly detection but more
generally for temporal pattern recognition. Recently, these have been applied to insider threat detec-
tion [38], providing moderate successful results on the CERT dataset. It is worth noting that Hidden
Markov Models are simple instances of Dynamic Bayesian Networks, which are generalisations of both
Hidden Markov Models and Kalman filters. Bayesian networks and Hidden Markov Models share a
common generalization (dynamic Bayesian networks), and hence Hidden Markov Models are particu-
larly enlightening to better understand Bayesian networks.

The parameters of Hidden Markov Models can be learned from data using the Baum–Welch al-
gorithm, which searches for a local maximum, and, given such a model, the probability of an observed
sequence can be determined efficiently using the Forward Algorithm in polynomial time (Θ(NT 2), where
N is the number of states and T is the number of observables). The former is used to learn normal be-
havior and the latter is used to deduce whether behavior is anomalous by considering if probability that
it is generated from the model is representative of the normal behavior.

Hidden Markov Models are a promising approach to insider threat detection, however, they require
intense computations and further research is required to discern their effectiveness. Whether they can
take advantage of the availability of more complex data such as psychometric scores, file directory infor-
mation, and website content remains to be seen.

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a statistical method for reducing the dimensionality of data.
It finds a hyperplane, as a subset of the space in which the data lies, to which the data can be projected
and represented in a smaller dimension with a minimal loss of variational information [21]. This results
in a projected dataset which is more efficient to work with, details correlations between variables and
gives way to other approaches to be applied to the data.

PCA is frequently used alongside standard deviation analysis to efficiently deduce an anomaly score
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and has been proposed for insider threat detection[2]. There, PCA is performed on the data to learn the
normal behavior. Given a new data point, the system projects it on the hyperplane and uses a metric to
determine an anomaly score [2]. The system considers different weighted feature sets to project new data
points and produce the final anomaly score. While PCA is a potent tool in reducing the dimensionality of
data, and hence the complexity of the problem of anomaly detection, it can miss important information
when reducing dimensions.

Recurrent neural networks are, generally, a class of neural networks appropriately suited to problems
in which data is given in a time series format. They are used in computational linguistics problems
including machine translation, speech recognition, and text-to-speech synthesis. Therefore, they are
naturally suited to anomaly detection for insider threat detection. Recurrent neural networks are directed
graphs with weights on edges and values at nodes, taking as input a vector (or matrix or tensor) and
giving as output a vector (or matrix or tensor).

There are many different variants of recurrent neural networks, with varying complexities, compu-
tational power, and prestige. However, Long Short-Term Memory networks are the most successful and
commonly used recurrent neural network architectures [19]. As their name suggests, they are modeled
around having a short-term memory which can last an arbitrarily long amount of time. This gives them
far greater theoretical capabilities of recognition and hence anomaly detection than any other model.

Long Short-Term Memory networks have been applied to insider threat detection with success. For
example, Malhotra et al. [27] detail their use for anomaly detection with four different sets of time series
data. The resulting prediction errors are modeled as a multivariate Gaussian distribution from which the
data points are given anomaly values. With a discrimination threshold, these can be classified into threats
and normal behavior. Tuor et al. [51] present an online unsupervised deep learning system to filter system
log data for analyst’s review, with the goal of detecting anomalous network activity in real time. They
use two architectures, a traditional deep neural network and a Long Short-Term Memory architecture,
both outperforming PCA and Support Vector Machine. However, there are drawbacks in using such
deep learning models, as the quantity of data needed to train them is abnormally high. Their extremely
expressive capabilities lead to poor generalizations (i.e. overfitting) without significant amounts of data.

Gaussian Mixture Models are probabilistic models which can be used to model the underlying gen-
erative structure of the data. They deduce which data points are anomalies by considering if these points
have a sufficiently low probability of generation [40]. They fit to the data a mixture model of Gaussian
distributions to represent a likely implicit probability distribution for the model (presuming that a mixture
of Gaussian distributions is a reasonable assumption, which often renders poor results). In the context of
insider threat, Gaussian Mixture Models have been applied by using the EM (expectation–maximization)
algorithm [49, 49], benefiting from incremental learning, with relative success.

Incremental learning is a system of machine learning in which a model can incrementally train on
new data, once it has been trained on its previous data, to improve its own performance. It is not an
approach to insider threat detection itself, but a method by which to reduce the quantity of time spent
on training by avoiding the need to retrain from scratch. With data for insider threat detection coming
in on a regular (generally daily or weekly) basis, this approach would be beneficial to avoid retraining
models. Parveen et al. examined the effectiveness of unsupervised incremental sequence learning for
insider threat detection [32]. However, they did not include an explicit comparison between their model
and other competent models on the same dataset. Hence, it is difficult to discern how promising the
research is for insider threat detection.

Finally, an effective and important implementation of incremental learning is the EM (Expectation-
Maximization) algorithm[11], which is used to train, inter alia, Gaussian Mixture Models and Hidden
Markov Models. The EM algorithm is an iterative approach for statistical models to find the maximum
likelihood estimates of their parameters [29]. Its use in Gaussian Mixture Models and Hidden Markov
Models allows both to become incremental learners (the latter less directly, see Tiberiu et al. [9] for
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details).

2.4 Social and Psychological Structure in anomaly detection

In addition to models for anomaly-based insider threat detection, there exist approaches aiming in recog-
nizing behavioral aspects. Such models may shed light into underlying relationships between anomalies
from detection systems and motivations of insiders.

One method that may bolster the detection of insider threats is Probabilistic Latent Semantic In-
dexing. It can be applied on emails to discern the interests of employees and their social connections
(or lack-of) within the organization [30]. It allows social structure and behavioral information to be
determined from data on websites, emails.

Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing can be combined with a graph-based approach [7, 14] (and
embedded into psychological profiling approach), to determine anomalous behavior with respect to in-
siders’ graph-structural representations. These graph-based approaches discern anomalies of structural
patterns by either finding anomalous nodes within a graph or anomalous subgraphs (substructures) from
a graph. There is good theoretical justification for the anomalies being more likely to be insider threats,
including possibilities that the insider may be distancing themselves from the organization, or being dis-
gruntled with the organization, or have introverted characteristics. These anomalies should be examined
more closely and, while the best results will unlikely come from only considering such structures, the
work in these areas suggests they may improve existing architectures.

One weakness of all the aforementioned models is their inability to allow the encoding of prior sit-
uational and behavioral knowledge in a straightforward manner. As the likelihood of an insider attack
can be affected by observable factors [8], encoding behavioral aspects, personality traits, and situational
variables into a model may allow for threat predictions with greater accuracy. We fill this gap by design-
ing a Bayesian network architecture, implementing a new algorithm to reduce its time complexity and
testing it with the CERT dataset. Our aim is to capture prior knowledge and behavioral aspects in our
detection system. To the best of our knowledge, machine learning applied to Bayesian networks has not
previously been considered in extend, in the context of insider threat detection.

3 Bayesian networks

Bayesian networks are probabilistic directed acyclic graphs. Each node is a random variable of a set of
choices, with each edge representing a conditional probability between two nodes, with the direction of
the edge noting which is conditioned on the other [23]. They allow one to query specific probabilities
given the occurrence of other events, therefore ensuring that prior knowledge can be encoded by condi-
tioning on observed events. Both the structure and the probability parameters of Bayesian networks can
be learned from data using machine learning.

3.1 Groundwork in probability

Bayesian networks are fundamentally models relying on probability, visualized with their corresponding
graph structure. They utilize conditional probabilities and Bayes’ rule (hence their name) to determine
probabilities for events. It is therefore important to conduct a brief overview of the underlying probabilis-
tic concepts. To build up Bayesian networks from the foundations, we explain the basics of probability
theory used.

Definition (Probability Space). A probability space (Ω,F ,P) is required for reasoning about uncertain
events.
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• Ω is a set of outcomes, and is called the the sample space.

• F is a σ -algebra on Ω; a collection of subsets of Ω which includes the empty set and is closed
under complement, countable unions, and countable intersections. It is called the set of events,
and a member of F is called an event.

• P : F → R is the probability measure that defines the probability of each event, and must satisfy
the axioms of probability.

In this paper, every subset of the sample space will be an event and hence F = 2Ω, which is intuitive
because all sample spaces will be finite and grounded in physical reality. Hence, every subset of the
sample space has a probability defined. The notation P for the probability measure will be used for
all probability spaces and hence the corresponding probability measure will be implied by the set from
which it maps.

There are three basic axioms of probability and one further axiom, sometimes taken as a definition,
defining conditional probability.

Axiom 1. The probability of an event is a non-negative real number. For an event E ⊆Ω, this is written
P
(

E
)
≥ 0.

Axiom 2. The probability of the event of all possible outcomes is 1. This can be written P
(

Ω

)
= 1.

Axiom 3. Any countable sequence of disjoint events
(

Ei

)∞

i=1
(including the empty event) satisfies

P

(
∞⋃

i=1

Ei

)
=

∞

∑
i=1

P
(

Ei

)
.

From these axioms follow three basic facts: the probability of the empty event must be zero, the
probability of an event must be in the interval [0,1], and, for two events A, B such that A ⊆ B, it is the
case that P

(
A
)
≤ P
(

B
)

. Finally, the axiom of conditional probability must be stated, which requires the
definition of the joint distribution.

Definition/Notation (Joint Distribution). The joint probability of two events A ⊆ Ω and B ⊆ Ω of the
same probability space is written P(A,B) (as notational convenience) and is the probability of both events
occurring: P

(
A,B

)
:= P

(
A∩B

)
.

Axiom 4/Definition (Conditional Probability). The probability of an event B occurring given an event
A having occurred (hence assuming P

(
A
)
> 0 holds) is

P
(

B | A
)

:=
P
(

A,B
)

P
(

A
) .

Equivalently one can write P
(

A,B
)
= P
(

B | A
)

P
(

A
)

, and this arrangement is often used to calculate
joint distributions. After the axioms of probability, Bayes’ rule can be stated, which follows trivially from
the axiom of conditional probability.
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Bayes’ Rule. Suppose there are two events A and B and P
(

B
)
6= 0. Then Bayes’ rule [48] states

P
(

A | B
)
=

P
(

B | A
)
·P
(

A
)

P
(

B
) .

In a Bayesian network, Bayes’ rule is important as it allows for probabilistic inference in the direction
opposite to causality. It allows us to reason about the probability of the causal event given the occurrence
of a resulting event, often called the likelihood of the causal event. This is trivial to see from Bayes’
rule by applying it to an event B causally dependent on an event A; P

(
A | B

)
can be determined from

P
(

B | A
)

, which is known, along with P
(

A
)

and P
(

B
)

.
In addition to Bayes’ rule, this also gives us the chain rule of probability, which allows the calculation

of any joint probability distribution with only conditional probabilities (and one ’standard’ probability)
as follows.

Chain Rule of Probability. Let Ai be a collection of events of a probability space. Then

P
(

An, . . . ,A1

)
= P
(

An | An−1, . . . ,A1

)
P
(

An−1 | An−2, . . . ,A1

)
. . .P

(
A2 | A1

)
P
(

A1

)
This follows from the axiom/definition of conditional probability trivially, and can be compactly

rewritten as

P
(

An, . . . ,A1

)
=

n

∏
j=1

P
(

A j | A j−1, . . . ,A1

)
.

For sample spaces with more than two possible outcomes, it is notationally convenient to consider
the probabilities over sample spaces with random variables. This allows one to refer to a sample space
by a single random variable instead of requiring multiple events or risking ambiguity and notational
awkwardness. Formally, random variables are defined using measures and measurable spaces. However
such details in measure theory will not be necessary, as typically the random variables will be identity
functions (i.e. map an outcome to the same outcome) on the sample spaces, resulting in the measurable
space simply being the sample space.

Definition. A random variable X : Ω→ E for a probability space (Ω,F ,P) is a measurable function to
some measurable space E. The random variable is a discrete random variable when its image is discrete.
The probability that the value of a random variable X belongs to some measurable set S ⊆ E is then
denoted and defined by P

(
X ∈ S

)
:= P

(
{ω ∈Ω | X(ω) ∈ S}

)
.

Note that all previous definitions, axioms, and results for events hold also for random variables. For
the Bayesian networks considered in this paper, all random variables will be discrete random variables.
Furthermore, for identity random variables, this simplifies to P

(
X ∈ S

)
= P
(

S
)

.
The probability distribution of a discrete random variable can be succinctly defined by a probability

mass function which assigns a probability to each value in the image of X, defined as follows.

Definition. The probability mass function pX : E → [0,1] of a discrete random variable X : Ω→ E is
defined as pX(x) := P

(
X = x

)
= P
(
{ω ∈Ω | X(ω) = x}

)
.

Such a probability mass function can be defined simply by assigning a probability to each outcome,
which hence determines the (discrete) distribution of the discrete random variable. For an identity ran-
dom variable X , this simplifies to pX(ω) = P

(
ω

)
.
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Notation. For notational convenience, P
(

X = x
)

will be written simply as P
(

X
)

when the given value
of the random variable X is arbitrary.

3.1.1 Probabilities with multiple random variables

In Bayesian networks, the probabilities of outcomes on one sample space may depend upon the outcome
of a random variable or an event of another sample space. For example, the outcome of whether an
insider is leaving the organization may affect the probability of the insider committing intellectual prob-
ability theft. However, such probability measures cannot be defined over multiple probability spaces
concurrently. To allow such reasoning, an implicit probability space is constructed consisting of the
Cartesian product of the sample spaces, and images, of the random variables involved.

Precisely, for each random variable Xi, new random variables X ′i are implicitly defined on a new
probability space (Ω′,F ′,P′). Here, Ω′ is the Cartesian product of the sample spaces, and F ′ would
be the Cartesian product of the sets of events. However, the co-domain of the random variables remains
the same, making the random variables projection functions. Finally, the probability measure P′ must
be given, which involves specifying the probabilities of each combination of the original outcomes (now
each outcome in the product). It can only be inferred by the distributions assigned to the random variables
under the Pi (in this new context now considered the marginal distributions) if the random variables are
independent by means of the product measure. However, very rarely will all variables be known to be
independent, so these probabilities will typically be given explicitly in tables.

In general, given a fixed number of random variables (each on a probability space), one can consider
an implicit Cartesian product over all of the probability spaces and random variables. This can be used
for joint probabilities with only a few, or even one, of these random variables (by marginalization). In
the context of Bayesian networks, an assumption can be made that all calculations are in this implicit
probability space, and hence the use of P refers to the single implicit probability measure.

This now allows for notation such as P
(

X = x,Y = y
)

for random variables X and Y of originally

different probability spaces. Hence conditional probabilities such as P
(

X = x | Y = y
)

are also defined,
and notation such as pX ,Y (x,y) (for joint probability density functions) and pX |Y (x | y) (for conditional

probability density functions) is defined in the obvious way. For notational convenience, P
(

X = x | Y =

y
)
= P
(

X = x,Y = y
)
/P
(

Y = y
)

for example may sometimes be written as P
(

X |Y
)
= P
(

X ,Y
)
/P
(

Y
)

.

3.1.2 Marginalization

Probabilities are now considered over the implicit probability space from all of the random variables.
However, it can be useful to consider the probabilities of outcomes of fewer random variables than the
entire set of random variables. A marginal distribution is any distribution of fewer random variables than
the number in the underlying joint probability space and, to find this, a technique called marginalization
is utilized.

Lemma 3.1. For two random variables X and Y , pX(x) = ∑y pX ,Y (x,y).

The left hand side of the equation is the marginal distribution of X (i.e. the distribution of X from the
joint distribution over X ,Y ) and the right hand side is the marginalization.

This can be generalized, for example, to N random variables Xi as

pX1(x) = ∑
x2,...,xn

pX1,X2,...,XN (x1,x2, . . . ,xN).
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This is sometimes called the law of total probability.
This, along with the chain rule of probability, allows for the calculation of conditional probability

queries within Bayesian networks. However, for significant performance improvements, (conditional)
independence should be utilized.

3.1.3 Marginal independence and conditional independence

Definition (Independence). Two random variables X and Y over the same probability space are called
(marginally) independent if, for all x, y,

pX ,Y (x,y) = pX(x)pY (y),

in which case the notation X ⊥ Y is used.

Note that, for two independent random variables X and Y , the following holds:

pX |Y (x | y) =
pX ,Y (x,y)

pY (y)
=

pX(x)pY (y)
pY (y)

= pX(x).

For Bayesian networks, marginal independence must be considered to ensure that the use and training
of Bayesian networks is efficient. In particular, inference can be optimized significantly by utilized
simplifications justified by conditional independence. It is an extension of marginal independence to
the case where the independence of the two random variables depends on whether the outcome of other
random variables is known.

Definition (Conditional Independence). Two random variables X and Y are called conditionally inde-
pendent on a set of random variable {Zi}N

i=1 if, for all x,y,zi,

pX ,Y |Z1,...,ZN (x,y | z1, . . . ,zN) = pX |Z1,...,ZN (x | z1, . . . ,zN)pY |Z1,...,ZN (y | z1, . . . ,zN),

in which case the notation X ⊥ Y | Z1, . . . ,ZN is used.

Notation. Given a vector of random variables Z = (Z1, . . . ,ZN) and another random variable X , the
following notation will be used (extending previous notational convenience further).

P
(

Z
)
= P
(

Z1, . . . ,ZN

)
and P

(
X | Z

)
= P
(

X | Z1, . . . ,ZN

)
.

If Z =∅, then P
(

X | Z
)
= P
(

X
)

. Furthermore, Z = z is equivalent to Zi = zi for all i. Z is often called
a random vector.

3.2 The Structure of Bayesian networks

Bayesian networks are probabilistic models for reasoning about a set of random variables within a causal
structure that greatly reduces the number of parameters for making conditional probability queries on
them. The structure and parameters encode causal relationships and explicit dependence properties be-
tween the variables. This is achieved by explicitly defining the causal relationships before giving the
conditional probability distributions of each variable conditioned on its causal parents. This allows for
comparatively efficient reasoning and queries about marginal and conditional probability distributions
on the random variables. There has been significant research in developing more efficient calculations of
queries [28, 23, 43, 31] and in learning Bayesian networks.
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Each random variable has a set of random variables defined to be its ’parents’, which give the causal
relationships of the graph from parent to child, constrained to the requirement that no random variable
may be its own ancestor (to avoid cycles in causality). Given such an acyclic instance of the function
Parents : {Xi} → 2Xi , the conditional probability distributions P

(
X | Parents(X)

)
are explicitly defined.

For a discrete random variable, this can be achieved by defining the values for its probability mass
function. All Bayesian networks in this context will be discrete, allowing for such conditional probability
distributions to be easily defined.

To enable probability queries on random variables, Bayesian networks use the conditional probability
distributions and the assumption that each random variable is conditionally independent of its non-
descendants given its parents.

The instance of the Parents function is sometimes referred to as the (set of) dependence properties or
causal relationships of the Bayesian network. Given a Bayesian network, the most common calculation
one often aims to compute is a (conditional) probability query.

(Conditional) Probability Query/Inference. A conditional probability query is the calculation of P
(

X
)

E = e,
where X and E are both sets of random variables, called the query variables and the evidence variables
respectively, with evidence e.

Learning Bayesian networks from data will often require a large number of probability queries, and
hence effort must be made to ensure such calculations are efficient. The Bayesian network assumption
allows for such queries to be calculated significantly more efficiently on Bayesian networks than for
random variables over no such underlying structure. They make use of the independence properties of
the random variables with the chain rule of probability and possibly many other techniques to simplify
the joint distribution of all of the random variables, and from this evaluate such queries on the marginal
and conditional distributions of random variables efficiently.

Bayesian networks can be viewed structurally as directed acyclic graphs (without multiple edges)
where each vertex is a random variable and each edge represents one parent-child (or causal) relationship
directed from a parent to a child. For this reason, Bayesian networks are often called (probabilistic)
graphical models. Vertices can be referred to by their corresponding random variables interchangeably.

This structure can then be represented compactly by the factorization of the joint probability dis-
tribution over all of the random variables by utilizing the chain rule of probability and (conditional)
independence. For a general Bayesian network, this is represented as

pX1,...,XN (x1, . . . ,xN) =
N

∏
i=1

pXi|Parents(Xi)(xi,xParents(Xi)),

Notation. For an outcome x of a random variable X , let xParents(X) denote the given outcomes of the set
of parent random variables of X .

Lemma 3.2. The equation pX1,...,XN (x1, . . . ,xN) = ∏
N
i=1 pXi|Parents(Xi)(xi | xParents(Xi)) holds.

For example, the factorized representation

P
(

A,B,C,D
)
= P
(

A
)
·P
(

B | A
)
·P
(

C
)
·P
(

D | B,C
)
,

implies the graphical structure of a Bayesian network with two root nodes (A and C), one node with a
single parent (B with A as its parent) and one node with two parents (D with parents B and C).

The values governing the conditional probabilities must be defined explicitly in (multidimensional)
conditional probability tables and are fixed. As previously noted, a discrete random variable’s distribution
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can be encoded by defining the probability mass function. Hence, for a variable X with Parents(X) =

{Yi}N
i=1, the total number of values required to determine P

(
X |Y1, . . . ,YN

)
is |ΩX |∏N

i=1 |ΩYi | in an N+1
dimensional table. Note that, for a node with no incoming edges, the conditional probability distribution
gives the probability mass function in an one-dimensional table. Often the values of these probability
mass functions are manually chosen. In our paper, these will be learned using data in a machine learning
approach. In general the total number of parameters is significantly fewer than the number for a naive
(complete) Bayesian network.

3.3 Probability queries and inference

The complexity 3-Satisfiability problem [22], a well known NP-complete problem, can be encoded into
a Bayesian network with inference, solving whether the encoded instance of 3-Satisfiability is satisfiable
or not. One example of such an encoding is shown in Figure 1. The problem of inference is NP-Hard
resulting in an exponential worst-case running time in the size of the Bayesian network (unless P=NP).
Therefore, the aim is to find an algorithm with an effective average running time and unlikely worst-case
running time.

X1 X2 X3 X4 X5

Y1 Y2 Y3 Y3

Z1 Z2

Z3

Figure 1: An example of an encoding of a 3-Satisfiability problem with boolean random variables
represented by Xi and clauses represented by Yi. The statement P

(
Z3 = true

)
= 0 is equivalent

to there being no satisfiable assignment of the encoded 3-Satisfiability instance. One example of
a possible encoded 3-Satisfiability instance here (depending on the conditional probability tables) is
(¬x1∨ x2∨ x3)∧ (x1∨¬x2∨ x4)∧ (¬x1∨¬x4∨ x5)∧ (¬x3∨ x4∨¬x5).

Despite being NP-Hard, probability queries can be made efficiently by utilising conditional inde-
pendence. In the context of Bayesian networks, the concept of d-separation is often graphically used to
represent such conditional independence. To mathematically deduce when two variables are d-separated
given evidence E = e, or equivalently conditionally independent on a set of evidence variables E, the
concept of an active path and blocked path (defined by a blocking triplet) is convenient.

To determine whether a vertex blocks the conditional dependence in a path, it must be considered
together with the two edges adjacent to it in the path. Whether the vertex is blocking, it depends on the
direction of the two edges, as well as on whether the vertex is being conditioned on, also referred to as
having evidence. There are three cases for the directions of the edges in a triplet of vertices adjacent
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in a path, and the visual rules that allow for the deduction of marginal independence and conditional
independence are shown in Figure 2.

X
Y

Z

(a) Y is a sequential vertex. In this
case, X ⊥ Z |Y but X 6⊥ Z. Hence, Z
is blocking only if it is being condi-
tioned on. As independence is sym-
metric, this holds for either direction
of the sequence.

X

Y

Z

(b) Y is a diverging vertex. In this
case, X ⊥ Z |Y but X 6⊥ Z. Hence, Z
is blocking only if it is being condi-
tioned on.

X

Y

Z

(c) Y is a converging vertex. In this
case, X ⊥ Z but
X 6⊥ Z | Y . Hence, Z is blocking if it
is not being conditioned on.

Figure 2: A graphical representation of the possible cases for three consecutive vertices in a path and in
what circumstances they are blocking.

This figure can be mathematically summarized (and proved) by the following proposition.

Proposition 3.3. For a Bayesian network of three random variables X, Y , and Z such that both X and Z
each have Y as either a parent or child, the following statements hold.

• If Y is a sequential or diverging vertex between X and Z, then X ⊥ Z |Y but otherwise, in general,
X 6⊥ Z.

• If Y is a converging vertex between X and Z, then X ⊥ Z but, in general, X 6⊥ Z | Y .
Furthermore, for a converging vertex Y , if W is any descendent random variable of Y , then X 6⊥ Z | Y .

Definition. A triplet X , Y , Z is blocking on evidence E if X ⊥ Z | E in the Bayesian network induced
by X , Y , Z, and any descendants of Y if Y is a converging vertex, for any set of conditional probability
tables.

Definition. A path of vertices from X to Y given evidence variables E is blocked if there is a blocking
triplet within the path. If a path of vertices is not blocked, it is active and there exists an instantiation of
the conditional probability tables such that X 6⊥ Y ⊥ E.

Definition. Two vertices X and Y are d-separated by a set of evidence variables E if there is no active
undirected path from X to Y .

Hence, in a Bayesian network, a path is active if and only if every sequential or diverging random
variable in the path is not an evidence variable; and every converging random variable in the path either
is an evidence variable or has a descendent evidence variable.

3.3.1 The Bayes-Ball algorithm

Given a query P
(

X | E
)

, finding the variables in the Bayesian network that are d-separated allows for
significant calculation speed improvements. Various algorithms have been proposed, with the most pop-
ular, efficient, and intuitive being the Bayes-Ball algorithm [43], as it is linear in the size of the graph
(i.e. number of random variables). Intuitively, it is similar to a depth-first search traveling along only
active paths in an undirected fashion and starting at the vertices whose conditional probabilities are being
queried (i.e. X and Y in the query P

(
X = x,Y = y | Z = z

)
). However, it must keep track of whether it

last traveled from a child or parent to ensure it can treat converging vertices properly. As the algorithm
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may need to consider every random variable, the worst-case time complexity is linear to the size of the
graph.

3.3.2 Calculating probability queries

To calculate a conditional probability query P
(

X | E = e
)

given query variables X, evidence variables
E, and evidence e, several methods to optimize calculations are invoked. An efficient method by which
to calculate P

(
X
)

E = e consists of using knowledge of d-separation (by the Bayes-Ball algorithm, for
example) to simplify calculations such as the following.

P
(

X = x′ | E = e′
)
=

P
(

X = x′,E = e′
)

P
(

E = e′
)

=
∑z P

(
X = x′,E = e′,Z = z

)
∑x,z P

(
X = x,E = e′,Z = z

)
=

∑z ∏(V,v)∈(X,x′),(Z,z),(E,e′) P
(

V = v |VParents = vParents

)
∑x,z ∏(V,v)∈(X,x),(Z,z),(E,e′) P

(
V = v |VParents = vParents

)
This equation can now be calculated using the conditional probability tables. d-separation can be utilized
to deduce which random variables are independent of the result of the calculation (except where indepen-
dence arises only from specific values of the distributions). Therefore, it determines which terms of the
product and which summands can be removed with a theoretical guarantee that equality holds. The re-
sult is a simpler summation over outcomes with fewer variables, which can be calculated more efficiently
from the conditional probability tables. Calculating the summation over many variables can be optimized
by splitting the summation into separate summations over its constituent summands and rearranging these
to avoid a naive iteration over all possible combinations of variables. Inner summations have their values
cached and are accessed for outer summations, which reduces some otherwise-exponential time cases
into linear time calculations.

The literature contains further details on efficient algorithms and queries (including approximate
inference via sampling, etc.) [23, 28, 31]. However, this approach to calculating conditional probably
queries with simplifications and the Bayes-Ball algorithm gives a strong foundation from which to base
inference and hence the use of Bayesian networks.

4 Machine learning techniques for Bayesian networks

For a Bayesian network it is crucial to define the graph structure (the set of random variables with their
sample spaces and an instance of the Parents function upon them) before considering the conditional
probability tables. Unsupervised learning can be used to learn both the conditional probability tables,
now viewed as parameters of a Bayesian network, and the structure of a Bayesian network, given the
data. The unsupervised learning can be performed on complete or incomplete data. Incomplete data
refers to a dataset which has some data points with missing observations for some subset of the random
variables.

To learn parameters from complete data, maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) and, more generally,
maximum a-posteriori (MAP) approaches are used to determine the optimum set of parameters (i.e.
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conditional probability tables). We will apply the same method in our system. For incomplete data, non-
linear parametric optimization methods such as gradient descent and Expectation-Maximization (EM)
algorithms can be used [41, 26, 36].

To learn the graph structure from complete data, the space of possible graphs could be naively
searched for maximizing the probability of the parameters. However, an exhaustive search for the MAP
estimate would require super-exponential time in the size of the graph. The search strategy could be
improved with heuristics [35] or local search methods [50]. Other strategies could be considered, in
addition to approximation methods (such as Markov Chain Monte Carlo [13, 18]).

Less generalisable and hence more optimized algorithms have been crafted for Bayesian networks
to determine the underlying structure and parameters, by optimizing over a reduced space of possible
structures, assuming graphs of different conditions [45, 46, 39]. To learn the graph structure with incom-
plete data, tailored algorithms have been designed, such as the Structural Expectation-Maximization [15]
algorithm, along with more general models such as mixture models [4].

The strategy applied in this paper determines the pairwise dependencies between the vertices when
conditioned on subsets of the other vertices (typically small subsets for computational feasibility), for
example with Pearson’s chi-squared test. Using this method, edges can then be approximated, based on
those vertices that appear to be dependent on other vertices [23], to give the structure of the graph.

4.1 Learning from complete data

To learn the parameters θ of a given Bayesian network structure from complete data X, the maximum
likelihood estimate or maximum a-posteriori estimate is found. This parameter set is returned as the
learned parameter set.

Notation. Suppose X is a dataset viewed as a random variable over its implicit vector space, and suppose
θ is the parameter set of a generating distribution/model viewed as a random variable over its possible
values. Then P

(
θ

)
is called the prior distribution, P

(
θ |X

)
is called the posterior distribution, P

(
X | θ

)
is called the likelihood (i.e. of the data given the parameters), and P

(
X
)

is called the likelihood of the
data or, often, the normalizing constant (with respect to the parameter set that is being sought). These
names are in part due to their representation in Bayes’ Rule as

P
(

θ | X
)
=

P
(

X | θ
)

P
(

θ

)
P
(

X
) .

Notably, as the data will be fixed and the parameter set varies when searching for the parameter set,

P
(

θ | X
)

∝ P
(

X | θ
)

P
(

θ

)
.

Given this notation, the maximum a-posterior estimate is

θ̂ MAP(X) := argmax
θ

P
(

θ | X
)

= argmax
θ

P
(

X | θ
)

P
(

θ

)
= argmax

θ
∏

i
P
(

xi | θ
)

P
(

θ

)
,
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where xi is the i-th observation of the dataset X. Given that our aim is to model the underlying distri-
bution, finding a parameter set which maximizes the likelihood that such model generated the data (the
posterior) is the optimal strategy.

The maximum likelihood estimate is a special case of the MAP estimate for when the prior distribu-
tion is assumed to be uniform, and is

θ̂ MLE(X) = argmax
θ

P
(

X | θ
)
= argmax

θ
∏

i
P
(

xi | θ
)
.

For a Bayesian network, the prior distribution on each variable before processing data is uniform. There-
fore the maximum likelihood estimate is desired. The Bayesian networks used for the insider threat
detection will contain discrete random variables only. For a Bayesian network, the joint distribution over
all random variables is modeled. When considering the maximum likelihood estimate as the maximiza-
tion of the product given above, the Bayesian network assumption allows this to be simplified to

θ̂ MLE(X) = argmax
θ

∑
i

∑
j

log pX j|Parents(X j),Θ((xi) j | (xi)Parents(X j),θ),

where i is the index for the samples of the data and j is the index of the random variables, with Θ denoting
the space of possible distributions to maximize θ , with a uniform distribution assumed (as a result of a
uniform prior). By noting that θ can be partitioned into sets of parameters (each relating to exactly one
distribution) of some X j conditioned on values of Parents(X j), the sum can be regrouped into probabilities
over the individual distributions. This results in a different sum for each random variable and value of
its parent variables. Therefore, the maximum likelihood estimate can be found by maximizing each
individual distribution for samples that have the prerequisite parent values only. It is worth noting that
each distribution corresponds bijectively to a distribution in the set of conditional probability tables.

No prior knowledge of the distribution is assumed, and hence the most naive parametrization of a
finite discrete distribution is used for each independent distribution, assigning each outcome a probability
explicitly. Maximizing the likelihood of such a distribution, given data, is achieved by assigning to each
outcome a probability equal to the number of instances of that outcome in the data (with corresponding
parent values for the distribution) and dividing it by the total amount of data (with corresponding parent
values). This can be seen by observing that the expected value for such a distribution is exactly the
set of observations learned. Performing this action for each distribution, gives the maximum likelihood
estimate and completes the learning of a complete dataset for a given structure of a Bayesian network.

An outcome space Ω = (ω1, . . . ,ωN) and a count vector x = (x1, . . . ,xN), where xi denotes the num-
ber of times ωi is observed with the corresponding values of the parent variables, the probability mass
function maximizing the likelihood is

fX(ωi) =
xi

∑
N
j=1 x j

,

which hence defines the probability distribution of the random variable given its parents.

This can be performed by iterating over each observation set in the data and adding one to the count
of each individual observation with the same parent variable observations, before performing the division
for each combination of parent values for each vertex. The maximum likelihood estimate for complete
data can therefore be found in time linear in the number of variables multiplied by the number of samples
(assuming a bound on the number of possible values of the random variables)
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4.2 Determining anomalous behavior

To use a Bayesian network for anomaly detection, normal behavior must first be learned from data,
represented by a feature dataset. While the Bayesian network could have its graph explicitly defined,
this practice is inflexible for organizations, as different formats of data from diverse sources and sensors
is collected. Therefore, explicit structures may be difficult to fit to the available datasets. Furthermore,
using a rigid structure does not allow for tailored Bayesian network structures for each employee, nor for
structures corresponding to various roles that employees hold.

Instead, a Bayesian network can be structurally trained from data by any of the previously-mentioned
methods. Once a structure is learned or given, the network learns the parameters that best-approximate
the underlying discrete and finite (joint) distribution of the feature dataset. The resulting learned Bayesian
network is assumed to represent the normal behavior of an employee or a role that an employee holds.
The behavior of employees is collected by sensors and tools on the devices of employees daily and is
organized into features.

Once the Bayesian network has learned the normal behavior of employees over a period of time, it
can be used to determine if future activity fits to their normal behavior. This is achieved by calculating
the probability of a new data point in the learned joint distribution of the Bayesian network, conditioned
on any variables that are not usual to an employee’s behavior (such as whether an activity takes place on
a weekend).

For a given data point xi and a learned structure G with learned parameters θ , the probability
PG,θ

(
X = xi

)
will be calculated using previously derived simplifications. This will produce a prob-

ability in the interval [0,1], with lower values naturally suggesting a higher probability of anomalous
detection. This output can then be used by security analysts to deduce potential insider threats. As lower
probabilities for behavior directly correspond to more anomalous behavior, it gives an explicit ordering
of anomalous behavior.

If certain actions are too infrequent to train the system on (such as return to work after sick leave,
resigning, or changing a role in the organization), alternative measures will be needed; for example,
modifying a hyper-parameter to reflect an increased or decreased likelihood of threatening behavior.
This can be done automatically provided that the threat detection architecture has access to the relevant
information.

4.3 Measuring effectiveness

The evaluation of the model is simplified by classifying the data as threatening or non-threatening and
considering on which side of a discrimination threshold each probability on the joint distribution lies.
Any data point below the threshold will be considered anomalous, otherwise it will be perceived as
normal behavior. We evaluate the effectiveness of the model by varying this threshold and observing
how the true positive and false positive rates vary in our dataset.

From the data, a training dataset, a prediction dataset is determined. Unlike the majority of machine
learning algorithms, using the entirety of the dataset in this partition is not a requirement, nor an accurate
reflection of the performance of the model. In practice, such models would predict threatening behavior
on individual days, or over the course of a week. Typically, predicting over longer periods of time would
increase the likelihood that threatening behavior is detected too late for analysts to act upon.

The training dataset should ideally not contain anomalous behavior (this is generally assumed) and
the true values of each day of the prediction dataset (i.e. whether an employee committed an attack) must
be known to validate the output of the system.

Given training data, a prediction dataset, and a discrimination threshold, the model can then classify
the observations of the testing dataset. Normal behavior has been learnt from the training dataset when
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giving predicted classifications and discriminating probabilities based on which side of the threshold they
lie. During this process, the true values of the testing dataset are effectively hidden from the model.

For discriminative models with threshold values, accuracy of the model is typically defined by com-
paring the sensitivity and specificity of the model with a given threshold value, both of which lie within
[0,1]. This threshold value is varied to attain many sensitivity-specificity pairs, and these pairs are used
to plot the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve, which is a plot of (1− specificity) against
sensitivity, to attain a (not necessarily continuous) piecewise-linear function contained in the unit square
[0,1]× [0,1]. Given this plot, the Area Under Curve (AUC) is calculated to give a value in [0,1], which is
the primary metric by which anomaly-detection models are compared, with highest possible AUC value
typically being desirable.

Definition. Given a set of predictions and the corresponding set of true values for a dataset, a given
prediction is considered a

• true positive (TP) if predicted positive with a positive true value,

• false positive (FP) if predicted positive with a negative true value,

• false negative (FN) if predicted negative with a positive true value, and

• true negative (TN) if predicted negative with a negative true value.

Ideally, the number of true positives and true negatives is maximized.

Definition. The True Positive Rate (TPR), also sometimes called the sensitivity, of a model’s predictions
is the proportion of true positives relative to the total number of positives.

TPR =
TP

TP+FN

The False Positive Rate (FPR), also sometimes called the specificity, of a model’s predictions is the
proportion of false positives relative to the total number of negatives.

FPR =
FP

TN+FP

Both are contained in the interval [0,1] and the sensitivity should be maximized while the specificity
minimized. However, while changing the threshold may increase one, it cannot simultaneously increase
both, and so a trade-off is often found. Given these measurements for a model’s predictions, the discrim-
ination threshold can be varied (over [0,1]) to give a range of TPR and FPR values to determine the ROC
curve.

The ROC curve will necessarily include the points (0,0) and (1,1), with points ideally as close to
(0,1) as possible. The AUC measurement gives an one-dimensional analysis of the competency of binary
classification models with the highest possible AUC being desirable. However, in anomaly-based threat
detection, typically the identification of a threat is not helpful if it comes after a significant number of
false positives.

5 Analysis of the CERT dataset

The dataset used in this paper is from a collection of synthetic datasets2 generated by CERT, a division
for cybersecurity at Carnegie Mellon University, in partnership with ExactData. This collection contains

2https://resources.sei.cmu.edu/library/asset-view.cfm?assetid=508099
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multiple releases with later releases generally containing the data generation functionality of previous
releases as a subset. The dataset release used in this paper is release 4.1 (named r4.1). In addition to the
observation data and employee data, the collection includes the descriptions of each instance of malicious
activity.

5.1 Data types considered

The CERT Dataset 4.1 (r4.1) has data on 1,000 employees spanning from 2nd January 2010 to 17th June
2011. Release 4.1 includes five raw data logging files, in which each entry has a date and time, the user,
and the PC used. Raw files are device.csv, email.csv, file.csv, http.csv, and logon.csv.

• The data in device.csv details when a removable device has been connected and disconnected.

• The data in email.csv captures the emails sent and received by employees. It has attributes covering
the recipient and sender of the email, who is cc’ed and bcc’ed, the size of the content of the email,
the number of attachments, and the content itself (as keywords).

• The data in file.csv denotes when a file is copied to a removable media device and provides the
copied file name.

• The data in http.csv details the websites that employees visit, capturing the URL and the content
(as keywords).

• The data in logon.csv describes the logon and logoff times of an employee, with resuming a locked
session counting as a logon.

In addition to these five logging files, the release includes monthly records on the employees in the
organization, each with their user ID, email address, role and team. Over the course of time, employees
may change roles, and one can expect this to influence their behavior. Finally, the release includes a file
called psychometric.csv providing the static Big Five personality traits for each employee, as well as the
true insider attacks.

Release 4.1 includes three instances of insider attacks, all of which occur in the second half of 2010.
The first threat is classified as sabotage, where a system administrator becomes disgruntled and installs
a keylogger to his supervisor’s machine with the use of a thumb drive. He then uses the collected logs
of keystrokes to subsequently log with his supervisor’s credentials to send out an alarming mass email,
just before leaving the organization. This attack occurs over the 7th and 8th of July, with the first day
including complaints in emails, putting a keylogger onto the device, and logging into his supervisor’s PC
to install it. The second day consists of the attacker using the key logger to log into the supervisor’s PC
late in the day to send a mass email.

The second threat describes an insider logging after work-hours, using a removable drive to upload
data to wikileaks.org, before leaving the organization soon after. This is an example of intellectual
property theft, and occurs twice: on the 21st of August and on the 27th.

The third attack is another instance of intellectual property theft, where an insider attains employment
from a competitor before using a thumb drive to steal data. The insider is in correspondence with the
competitor and is browsing job websites for 19 days prior to attack (23st until 17th September). These
dates are classified as threats, however only email contact and loading websites relevant to job searching
occur at this point and hence no attack has been committed yet. For this reason, in addition to typically
considering these events as part of the threat surface, an evaluation of the model will also be conducted
without considering these events as threats, to shed light on how the performance of the model can be
improved, ie. by sentiment analysis of emails and web pages loaded. The steady theft of intellectual
property occurs on the 20th and 22nd of September and on the 1st , 4th, 5th, 7th, and 14th of October.
Correspondence between the insider and the competitor ceases after the 20th, and a single email is sent
for resignation on the 5th of October.
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Details on the method of generation for the psychometric data and the extent to which it links to any
insider threats are not mentioned. However, consideration of the psychometric scores in relation to the
threatening insiders suggests that there exists no correlation. For this reason, they will not be considered
in this paper.

5.2 Feature generation

Raw data must be processed into features before feeding a Bayesian network. Otherwise, no sensible
probability distribution can be assigned directly to, for example, the content of an email. Furthermore,
the majority of possible observable outcomes (such as a logon at exactly 19:02) would be considered
anomalous if it had not been precisely seen before, while, in reality, it is certainly possible. We pro-
cess raw data into features and we ensure that no combination of feature observations will typically be
impossible, and hence each data point of the joint distribution must have a non-zero probability.

The set of features for a Bayesian network is fixed, with each feature corresponding to one random
variable (vertex) and the possible values of the feature corresponding to the outcome space of the random
variable. The decision of what subset of the raw data contributes to a single feature set is also fixed.

5.2.1 Choosing the subsets of the raw data for feature extraction

It is critical to identify which subsets of raw data will be processed into a single feature set observation.
This choice must be made consistently to avoid an inconsistent representation of normal behavior. The
first decision considers the time intervals in which the raw data will be partitioned. Obvious time intervals
are individual hours, individual days, or individual weeks, each with advantages and disadvantages. In
retrieving features over individual hours, problems arise. As each feature set observation is independently
considered, a feature set observation with behavior typical of the middle of a working day would not stand
out if it has occurred at an unusual time or day. However, such behavior when occurring near midnight,
or on a weekend, should be of interest.

In a similar vein, a significant quantity of feature set observations will be generated from no entries
in data, as the majority of employees remain inactive during early or late hours of the working days, or
during weekends. Approximately 40 out of 168 weekly hours will be worked by the typical employee,
leaving approximately 128 feature set observations often empty to skew the data. These unusual working
hour features cannot be ignored, as any behavior that occurs in these times must be considered. When
considered, however, they skew the normal working hours to be considered significantly more anoma-
lous. The reason being that the behavior experienced during working hours does not comply with the
behavior of the majority of the feature set observations (outside working hours). While each feature
set could include features detailing which hour it is, and whether it’s a weekday, this is an unreliable
and inflexible approach to fixing the problem. It is unreliable because it would require each variable of
behavior to accept an incoming edge of the day and time variables (i.e. be conditioned on their observed
outcomes). This problem is better fixed by considering feature sets over a period of a day or longer.

When retrieving features over individual weeks, different problems arise. The Bayesian network will
receive far fewer feature sets and observations to learn compared to learning over individual hours or
days, resulting in difficulties in identifying the normal behavior. Furthermore, changes in the employees’
behavior will be more difficult to spot, as the data would likely be unrepresentative of the normal behavior
of an employee in shorter time intervals. This is fixed by considering feature sets over shorter periods of
time.

Therefore, we decided to extract features that will be observing employees’ behavior over a period
of a day. In our approach it is crucial to distinguish working days from holidays and weekends. Data
will only be processed into a feature set observation if a logon occurs for that employee on a given day.
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To distinguish between working and non-working days we use two separate Bayesian networks: one for
workdays and one for non-workdays.

In addition to determining the timespan over which to process features, it is helpful to further reduce
the data in features tailored to individual employees, to determine not just if an anomaly occurred within
a time period but by whom. Therefore, the typical day of every employee is learned to determine whether
a day is anomalous for that individual in some respect.

However, sometimes it is beneficial to consider the behavior of an employee in relation to the normal
behavior of some subset of the employees. In particular, this is helpful if the amount of data available for
an employee is small, which frequently arises due to employees being new to the organization. Such a
method would also be suitable for employees for whom an attribute likely to affect their normal behavior
has changed, such as their job or project. This can be achieved by grouping all the desired feature set
observations of individual employees, who hold a particular role, together and learning the structure and
parameters on all of these features. For prediction, as usual, individual feature set observations are then
analyzed, giving an anomaly score for each employee’s day.

This approach is also appropriate for when data collection has only recently begun by allowing the
insider threat detection architecture to be deployed immediately in the face of a small amount of data for
any individual employee.

5.2.2 Choosing features

The feature set generated from the data must be indicative of insider threat behavior, as identified in the
literature review. In our system, features will be derived for each individual employee, for each individual
day and for two smaller intervals within the day, and will be built on all types of data available in the
CMU dataset.

The model will consider feature types identified in the literature that derive directly from the data.
We refrain from processing email content or website content with methods such as Linguistic Inquiry and
Word Count[34] or PLSI-U[30], or running algorithms to identify tripwires [1] and policy violations, as
our focus is on validating a Bayesian approach. However, it should be noted that information generated
based on the aforementioned approaches can be included in the feature generation for a Bayesian network
in a straightforward manner.

For each file, a number of ‘counter’ feature types will be used. A ‘counter’ feature type will be a
method of generating features that count the number of time an employee performed an explicit action.
These features will count actions over a day, as well as in two smaller segments of time (frequent and
infrequent). The reason being that if we allow feature generation for every hour in the day that counts
the number of times an employee used a removable device, then the values of this feature will be zero
for almost every hour of the day. The Bayesian network would likely end up overfitting the data by
considering the use of a device at 1pm potentially more significant than the use of such a device at 2pm,
when it is obvious that by itself such action is irrelevant when determining insider threats.

In order to avoid overfitting of data, while keeping information of interest, each ‘counter’ feature type
will be of either frequent or infrequent type. For more common data entries, the time segments will be
divided at midnight, 6am, every hour until 8pm (inclusive), and midnight. For less common data entries,
the time segments will be divided at midnight, 7am, 9am, 5pm, 7pm, and midnight. The common data
entries segmentation considers hour-by-hour the times at which activity tends to occur on working days,
and groups together the first 6 hours as well as the final 4 hours of the day. The less common data entries
consider five different time segments: very early in the day, early, working hours, late, and very late.

More specifically, for the device data, three ‘counter’ feature types will be considered: connecting a
device, connecting a device to an unusual PC and disconnecting a device. Each of these are deemed as
less frequent actions. For the email data, two ‘counter’ feature types will be used: the number of emails
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sent and the number of attachments sent. The former is considered frequent and the latter infrequent. In
addition, a feature for the maximum content size of an employee’s emails sent that day will be generated.
For file data, two infrequent ‘counter’ feature types will be used: the number of times files are copied to
a removable device and the number of times files are copied on an unusual PC.

For http data, the chosen feature is the number of times a specific website is accessed and will be of
frequent type. Finally, the logon data will be captured by three ‘counter’ feature types, all of which are
considered infrequent: logging on, logging onto an unusual PC and logging off.

5.2.3 Processing Features

To work with a Bayesian network on finite random variables, each feature must take a value belonging
to a finite set. All features in our system have non-negative integer values.Therefore, features must be
converted from their integer values to a small set of possible values over which a distribution is modeled.
To achieve this, we use the mean average and standard deviation.

The standard deviation is a sensible factor by which to consider distance from the mean average.
Given the set of features to learn from, a processing function is derived which maps each feature value to
a new feature value depending on its distance from the mean, as a multiple of the standard deviation, of
the feature’s data as a whole. The intervals to map each value is giving as the codomain of the following
processor function:

Processorµ,σ : D→
{
(−∞,−3), [−3,−2), [−2,−1), [−1,1), [1,2), [2,3), [3,∞)

}
It does this by assigning the value of a point minus the mean and divided by the standard deviation to its
corresponding interval in the codomain, i.e.

Processorµ,σ (d) = IntervalOf
(

d−µ

σ

)
.

If no value below zero maps to an interval, it is discarded, and if the standard deviation is below 1, it is
rounded up to 1− ε for some small ε to ensure that division by zero cannot occur and ensure that every
interval above the mean can contain a value.

Each feature’s domain is reduced to at most seven values and frequently no more than four (as
the mean is often near zero, hence discarding the bottom three intervals). This feature processor is
subsequently used to map any inputs for the Bayesian network to predict into the correct format. As the
intervals cover the entire of R and do not overlap, every input is guaranteed to map to exactly one new
feature representation. The use of the boundary [3,∞) ensures that no input value can be too large to not
receive a value in the domain.

5.3 Considering parameters unsuitable for training

The underlying (latent) psychological profile of an employee contained in the CERT dataset, which
includes the Big Five personality traits, is by definition static (OCEAN values do not change during the
lifetime of a person). Therefore, the psychological data in CERT’s dataset is independent of time. At the
heart of a Bayesian network is a joint distribution over random variables, and hence a static value, being
inherently not random, cannot be directly considered. For this reason, even if the psychological profile
of an insider was perfectly understood, a Bayesian network could not utilize it when learning the user’s
normal behavior.
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There are more parameters which change rarely, rendering them sufficiently close to static and prob-
lematic for training a Bayesian network. For example, an insider leaving the organization, albeit relevant
information for our system, is not an insider threat itself and this action varies too infrequently to be a
conditional parameter.

On the contrary, the surface-level psychological profile of an employee, including factors such as
stress and malicious intent,is more prone to fluctuation. There is research focusing in understanding the
extent to which these latent attributes can be determined automatically. For example, sentiment analysis
can be carried out by using a ‘bag of words’ model on the content of emails, websites, documents,
etc. to determine the general sentiment of an employee and hence a reflection of their surface-level
psychological profile. Recording these values over a long period of time, will allow a psychological
profile to be built. Other aspects can be considered as dynamic, for example working longer hours may
be indicative of greater stress.

A solution to consider infrequent parameters is to craft a Bayesian network that will take these into
account explicitly, in combination with anomaly scores of Bayesian networks trained on frequent param-
eters. A Bayesian network can be generated for each common type of insider attack (fraud, intellectual
property theft, and sabotage) by considering only the features relevant to its corresponding type of at-
tack. These can then output their anomaly scores to a crafted Bayesian network allowing these scores to
affect the total anomaly score of the crafted Bayesian network. Given sufficient evidence, such a crafted
Bayesian network on these psychological and behavioral parameters and on the outputs of the tailored
but trained Bayesian networks may have great success.

6 Implementation of the model

For the implementation of the representation and learning of a Bayesian network, an open source-library
named libpgm3 is used. This library lacked important functionalities (including efficient inference on the
entire joint distribution), which were implemented and added for the needs of this paper, using in part
techniques outlined in the previous section on Bayesian networks and traditional machine learning.

The updated open-source library now provides a means by which to learn the structure of a Bayesian
network, the parameters of a Bayesian network, and perform inference. However, it is unsuitable for
application to anomaly detection without modification. We explain which capabilities we used in our
system and the alterations that were required to design an anomaly detection system.

6.1 Libpgm functionality

The primary use of libpgm is for the representation of a Bayesian network, with conditional probability
tables being implemented and abstracted beneath a DiscreteBayesianNetwork object, and the implemen-
tation of a suitable structural learning algorithm. While the parameter learning algorithm’s implemen-
tation will be used, modifications were required. Querying of the Bayesian network will be manually
implemented.

Libpgm implements a structural learning algorithm [23]. It has its vertex set defined by the data
given, as each column/feature of data provides one vertex. It then attempts to determine the directed
edge set of the network by firstly assuming that all variables are connected by edges. A check on whether
conditioning on a subset of variables (or no variables at all) gives a high probability of independence to
the two vertices into question follows. Independence between two variables, given a subset of other
variables, is checked using a chi-squared test.

3https://pythonhosted.org/libpgm/
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Section 3 on queries and inference, and in particular on blocking variables, justifies this approach.
The structural learning algorithm is checking whether there exist a set of vertices that, when conditioned
on, block every path between the two tested vertices. If such a set of vertices exists, conditioning on each
sequential and diverging variable and leaving free each converging variable, will provide evidence that
the two variables being checked are independent. Checking independence with the chi-squared test after
conditioning on a subset of other variables, for each possible subset, will necessarily find a subset that is
blocking each path between the two vertices, if one exists. Such a subset exists only if the vertices are
not connected by an edge in the (presumed) underlying generating Bayesian network for the data. If no
subset exists to suggest conditional independence, there must be an edge between the two variables.

The next step is to determine the direction of each edge before attempting to improve the graph until
convergence. This method requires the data as an input, considering two hyper-parameters: pvalparam
and indegrees.

The input pvalparam is the probability value threshold which determines whether a given probability
of conditional independence between two variables is sufficient or insufficient to conclude conditional
independence. When pvalparam is set to zero, each pair of vertices is considered independent with
certainty, whereas setting pvalparam to one assumes no two vertices are independent. This parameter is
responsible for the extent to which edges are learned in the Bayesian network, with a higher value (in
[0,1]) resulting in a greater number of edges. If a value is particularly high, it may give structures with
cycles, with the learning method failing a relevant assertion error.

The indegrees parameter determines the maximum size set over which to condition when looking
for blocking vertices. Its default value is 1 and greater values can significantly increase the amount of
training data required for learning the distribution effectively. As normal behavior is not necessarily
consistent for an employee over a long period of time, large past quantities of training data do not
necessarily reflect an employee’s normal behavior in the present. Therefore, this parameter is fixed to be
1.

6.2 Laplace smoothing

When learning the parameters for a Bayesian network, the structure is required. This structure consists of
the variables and the definition of the set of parents for each variable (such that no cycles exist). However,
the domains of the random variables are not necessarily included in the structure when learning the
parameters. Libpgm was missing this functionality, which we implemented. The codomain of a feature
processor, which maps features in the natural numbers to features in a small finite set and determines the
feasible values of its corresponding random variable. Using the codomain, the domains of each random
variable can be defined without a need to be learned from the data. This is vital in the case where one of
the feasible intervals does not correspond to a data point.

Adding this functionality is insufficient to ensure that the Bayesian network understands that such a
value is possible, despite the lack of corresponding data points. When learning the parameters naively as
described in Section 3, outcomes will be given a probability of zero. To ensure that no probabilities are
zero, Laplace smoothing[42] (also known as additive smoothing) is used on each probability distribution.
In the calculation of the finite, discrete distribution of a random variable given the values of its parents,
each outcome is assumed to have happened one more time than the data suggests.

For an outcome space Ω = (ω1, . . . ,ωN) and a count vector x = (x1, . . . ,xN), where xi denotes the
number of times ωi is observed, the approach detailed in Chapter 3 is to define the probability mass
function

fX(ωi) =
xi

∑
N
j=1 x j

.
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However, with Laplace smoothing, this is instead defined to be

fX(ωi) =
xi +1

∑
N
j=1(x j +1)

=
xi +1

N +∑
N
j=1 x j

.

This ensures that, for all i,

P
(

X = ωi

)
:= fX(ωi)≥

0+1
N +∑

N
j=1 x j

> 0,

i.e. every probability has a non-zero probability of occurring. This is achieved provided that knowledge
of the domains of the vertices independently of the values of the data exists.

By performing Laplace smoothing on each independent distribution instead of the entire joint dis-
tribution (and considering each possible combination of all observations, for an exponential number of
possibilities), we avoid requiring an exponential quantity of data to overcome the uniform distributions
given by the generated samples.

To give an example, with Laplace smoothing, the probability of a login at 7pm is never zero, even if
all logins in our data have taken place before 6pm. Therefore, our system takes into account other feature
values, as it no longer multiplies their probabilities by zero.

6.3 Efficient inference

Previously in the library, Bayesian networks calculated the probability queries with a function called
specificquery. This function takes the query variables and values and optionally evidence values to
condition against. In essence, this method involves determining which variables are relevant to the
calculation, similarly to the Bayes-Ball algorithm, before constructing the joint probability distribution
explicitly for the variables in the query.

However, to attain an anomaly score for an employee, the set of query variables over which an ex-
plicit set of observations must be assigned a probability is often the entire set of random variables. Even
if random variables affecting the behaviors of employees are included, such as whether a given obser-
vation set is for a workday only, the number of these variables will be comparatively small. Therefore,
calculating queries in this manner involves computing the probability distribution of the entire Bayesian
network—a calculation that the Bayesian network is designed explicitly to avoid and it is exponential in
the number of features. The approximately 70 features (and hence random variables) defined in our sys-
tem, have a lower bound of having 4 outcomes each. Hence, this computation involves at least 470 = 2140

values to calculate and store, which would be computationally infeasible.
Calculating inference queries on the entire joint distribution by decomposing the distribution into a

summation of products, as described in Section 3, is optimal. The calculation is significantly simplified
when each query is searching for the probability of a specific value for each random variable. If any
variables affecting the behavior of an employee (such as whether it is a workday) are not encoded within
the Bayesian network, but are instead used to select which data to train on and predict with, a direct joint
probability distribution can be computed, instead of a conditional probability query.

Due to these simplifications, the calculation

P
(

X = x′ | E = e′
)
=

∑z ∏(V,v)∈(X,x′),(Z,z),(E,e′) P
(

V = v |VParents = vParents

)
∑x,z ∏(V,v)∈(X,x),(Z,z),(E,e′) P

(
V = v |VParents = vParents

)
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is simplified to
P
(

X = x′
)
= ∏

(V,v)∈(X,x′)
P
(

V = v |VParents = vParents

)
,

for feature set observations x′ and X now including every random variable. To calculate P
(

X = x′
)

for
a feature set observation x′, the probability of each individual feature’s observation given its parent’s
observations must be searched (in constant time) and multiplied, resulting in linear time execution.

6.4 The logarithm of probabilities

Queries over the entire joint distribution offer an additional advantage. When multiplying many proba-
bilities, each necessarily within [0,1], the total will grow smaller exponentially in the number of proba-
bilities. In practice, this may be problematic as the representational capabilities of floating point num-
bers may become insufficient; in addition, this becomes implementation-specific. To address this, the
logarithm of the probabilities may instead be calculated in inference. To calculate the logarithm of
P
(

X = x′
)

, the simplification to the calculations allows for the following calculating:

logP
(

X = x′
)
= ∑

(V,v)∈(X,x′)
logP

(
V = v |VParents = vParents

)
.

Instead of considering a threshold over the interval (0,1], the threshold must now be over (−∞,0]. This
has subtle benefits, such as the threshold now being able to increment linearly instead of exponentially
for accurate ROC curve calculations, as well as ensuring the anomaly values are manageable, typically
being within [-100,0].

7 Empirical evaluation of the model

In this section we evaluate the implementation of the Bayesian network on the CERT dataset. We use
various learning and prediction sets to explore the scalability and flexibility of our approach.

7.1 Model performance

In our evaluation, we will use all features described previously in all models to learn the behavior of a
single employee, as well as the behavior of a role or a desired set of employees. Furthermore, pvalparam,
which is the hyper-parameter for learning edges, will be varied with values closer to 1 as more edges are
desired.

The first variable to evaluate will be the length of time required to learn the normal behavior of
employees. In the majority of machine learning settings, learning with more data is preferred. In insider
threat detection however, the behavior of individuals can change over time, either because they assume
different roles and projects or they may just change naturally. Hence, a greater amount of training data
for learning normal behavior is not necessarily optimal.

To identify the optimal time of training data, we test our system with different configurations, varying
the number of months of the training dataset. The predictions always begin the week of the first threat
and the normal behavior will be learned from the past n months before the first incident. The ROC curves
and AUC values should primarily be considered relative to each other, as employees’ behavior may shift
over time, and not as a representation for the strength of the model overall.

Figure 3 suggests that when training with fewer months, the model is more accurate. This verifies our
assumption that behavior will likely change over time. Furthermore, this finding holds for both values
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(a) pvalparam= 0.05 (b) pvalparam= 0.95

Figure 3: The ROC Curves and AUC values for predictions over a six-month period containing all insider
threats after varying over n months of training for two different values of pvalparam.

of the pvalparam parameter (0.05 as the suggested default value by libpgm and 0.95). Six months is a
significantly long period of time to predict over, therefore we provide the structures for plots over shorter
periods of time, such as one month.

As seen in Figure 4, the ROC curves and AUC no longer suggest a consistent significant discrepancy
between the learning times. Additionally, Figure 4 shows near-perfect accuracy over both the length
of a week and a month. In practice, security analysts will be predicting over short periods of time and
hence such ROC curves are significantly more relevant to the utility of our model in an insider threat
detection architecture. For all of these predictions, the employee-day feature set observation with the
highest anomaly score (lowest logarithm probability of occurrence) is a true threat, and is found on the
first day of the threatening activity.

With the use of such a model, security analysts would immediately be able to respond to the threat
before it progresses; in this case, the login details of the insider attacker’s supervisor are extracted and
misused for sabotage. A more in-depth analysis of such short, in-practice situations is given in the next
subsection.

It is worth considering the performance over six months for models which are looking to detect more
subtle threats, with and without including the precursor activity (i.e., the correspondence between an
employee and competitor) as part of the real attack. In the case of the second true attack in the data,
when not considering the preceding emails as threats, a different picture of predictions over six months
is painted, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 indeed suggests that the model is primarily affected by the training length when it is trying
to pick up more subtle anomalies. Due to the inconsistent nature of which length of time is best to
train on, multiple training periods will be considered for each analysis of performance. In practice, if
no significant optimized performance can be found from varying the lengths of training, fewer months
would likely be used for efficiency. In addition, only a small amount of relevant data for an employee
should be held due to changes in their behavior.

It is evident from Figures 3, 4, and 5 that the values of pvalaparam influence the effectiveness of
the model. The figures suggest that when considering the precursor activity to be a true threat, a lower
pvalparam increases the detection capabilities. However, lowering the pvalparam marginally decreases
the performance for the explicit attacks themselves. A lower pvalparam gives fewer edges in the Bayesian
network and hence will more cautiously try to suggest dependencies between variables.

An analysis of different values for pvalparam can be seen in Figure 6. Again, the figure suggests
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(a) Predicting the next month for pvalparam= 0.05 (b) Predicting the next month for pvalparam= 0.95

(c) Predicting the next week for pvalparam= 0.05 (d) Predicting the next week for pvalparam= 0.95

Figure 4: The ROC Curves and AUC values for predictions over the next one month and over the next
one week, for two different values of pvalparam. These periods of time contain the first of the three
instances of insider threat, which gives three anomalous insider-day pairs.

(a) pvalparam= 0.05 (b) pvalparam= 0.95

Figure 5: The ROC Curves and AUC values for predictions over a six-month period containing all insider
threats after varying over n months of training for two different values of pvalparam.
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that a lower pvalparam is more effective with less data for learning attacks, instead of learning from the
lead-up period to the attacks. Models with higher pvalparam perform marginally better given more data
or learning by the lead-ups to attacks. However, the improvements for higher pvalparam values are not
statistically significant to draw any firm conclusions.

(a) Predicting for the next week. (b) Predicting for the next month.

(c) Predicting for the next six months with the complete
employee-day threat list.

(d) Predicting for the next six months with the reduced
employee-day threat list.

Figure 6: The ROC Curves and AUC values for varying pvalparam values and months of training and
over varying prediction lengths.

As both high and low pvalparam values give strong results for different types of threats, the benefits
of both can be utilized. For each employee-day pair, an anomaly score should be generated from the
maximum output of the two models. This ensures that the attacks themselves remain high in anomaly
score while also accounting for more subtle threats. Unless otherwise specified, the pvalparam used
when analyzing the performance of the model will be kept at 0.05.

7.2 Considering individual threat days and weeks

In practice, prediction will typically be performed over the course of one week or a single day. Hence, to
get an idea of the competency of the model, it is helpful to ensure that it performs well for such cases.

Figure 7 illustrates the performances of the architecture for detecting the first attacker, which oc-
curred over a period of two days with three employee logins being the ‘true’ threatening behavior. The
performances for detecting the second attack, which took place over a period of two days, with a single
employee’s login being the ’true’ threatening behavior in each day, can be seen in Figure 8. Finally, the
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performance for detecting the third attack, which took place over a period of seven days and with daily
logins being the actual threat, can be seen in Figure 9. The third attacker was building up his attack over
a period of nineteen days, by sending emails to competitors and browsing on their websites.

(a) Prediction accuracy for the first day of the first at-
tack.

(b) Prediction accuracy for the second day of the first
attack.

(c) Prediction accuracy over the range of days between
the beginning and the end of the first attack.

(d) Prediction accuracy for the week in which the at-
tack takes place.

Figure 7: The ROC Curves and AUC values for prediction after varying months of training for the
first insider attack, which occurs over a period of two days for one employee and the third day for the
compromised employee’s account.

Each of these figures include plots of the predictive capabilities of the model on individual days.
This is important as, instead of seeing a list of anomalies over a set of weeks, a security analyst will often
instead see the anomaly scores for individuals days. If the true threats have the highest anomaly values
of the day, they will almost certainly be considered and (ideally) subsequently discovered.

As can be seen in Figure 7, the first day of the first attack has a perfect AUC score, and hence was
predicted to be the most likely activity for an anomaly. This should be sufficient for detection by a
security analyst. Our architecture has a significantly competent accuracy for the second day of the attack
as well, as the true threat is always detected within the top 25 of the 977 predictions of that day; with
multiple putting it in the top ten. When considered in the context of the entire week, the anomalies are
still predicted to be among the most likely to be threats. This architecture would hence be highly likely
to detect the first attack, with a very low number of false positives, if the threshold is placed to consider
the first 10 most anomalous scores.

Figure 8 similarly shows that the architecture’s accuracy for detection of the second attack on both
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(a) Prediction accuracy for the first day of the second
attack. This is on a weekend and hence trains on the
roles.

(b) Prediction accuracy for the second day of the sec-
ond attack.

(c) Prediction accuracy over the range of days between
the beginning and the end of the second attack.

Figure 8: The ROC Curves and AUC values for prediction after varying months of training for the second
insider attack, which occurs over a period of two days for one employee. Prediction for the anomaly on
the first day must be performed with the analysis of the normal behavior of roles, to address the lack of
data for behavior on non-work days.

days when the attack occurred is almost perfect. It is important to note that the first of the two days of the
attack lies on a weekend. Typically few data points will exist per employee for training for weekends over
few months. Therefore, detection by learning the normal behavior of employees in given roles can be
performed. Using this method, the fourth highest anomaly score is assigned by one of the three models
and third highest by the other two, out of a total of 66 predictions. A lower ROC curve verifies our
assumption that learning the normal behavior over an entire role is less competent at analyzing abnormal
behavior for an employee than learning the normal behavior for each employee individually.

The system’s performance on the second day is a mixture of perfectly assigning the true threat to the
highest anomaly score and assigning it to have an anomaly score near the very highest priority, always
predicting the anomaly in the top three anomalies of the day out of 971 predictions. Therefore, again,
this attack is almost certain to be detected.

Finally, Figure‘9 gives the performance for the model on the third insider attack for the first and
second day of the attack separately, as well as the entire time-span containing the seven days of the
attack. The model trained for the first day predicts the true threat to be between the 5th and 11th highest
anomaly of the 967 predictions for the first day. For the second day, at worst, it predicts the true threat in
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(a) Prediction accuracy for the first day of the third at-
tack.

(b) Prediction accuracy for the second day of the third
attack.

(c) Prediction accuracy over the range of days between
the beginning and the end of the third attack.

Figure 9: The ROC Curves and AUC values for prediction after varying months of training for the third
insider attack, which occurs over a period of seven days.

the top 12 out of 967 predictions, and at best as third.

As previously explained, the third attack has a significant build up period of time, with emails to a
competitor and website searches pertaining to job hunting. Such behavior is indicative of an imminent
insider threat. The model is currently not competent at detecting build up activities. Frequently, these ac-
tivities lie within normal working hours and do not involve threatening behavior, hence they are difficult
to detect with simple features that do not analyze the content of the emails nor or of the web pages. With
these additional features, a Bayesian network’s capability to detect such occurrence will significantly
rely on the competency of the algorithm providing the features to detect such sentiments and content.

Our results indicate that the architecture is highly competent in detecting insider threats on the
dataset. It consistently assigned the true threats to be among those considered most anomalous, and
hence threatening, over short periods of time, with the true threats often being within the 98th percentile
of the anomaly scores. It is evident that the Bayesian network architecture, even with simplistic fea-
tures, performs with significant detection capabilities and shows great promise in its use for practical
implementation.
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7.3 Scalability and Flexibility

The typical time required to learn the behavior of a single employee’s Bayesian network can be seen in
Table 1. The length of time to train for a role is expected to increase linearly in the number of employees
in a given role. Predicting the probability for each role is linear in the number of features, due to our
modifications, and typically takes a negligible amount of time.

Months of Training Time (seconds)
1 11-12
2 16-17
3 22-23
4 28-29
5 35-36
6 40-41

Table 1: The typical length of time it takes to train a Bayesian network on a single employee for 67
features.

The processing of features, the training of a Bayesian network (both for structure and parameters) and
the assigning of anomaly scores to each feature set for an individual employee, or individual role, are
each ‘embarrassingly parallel’, and hence a significant improvement in speed is achieved with a higher
number of logical/physical CPU cores. The hardware specification used for learning and predictions in
this dissertation utilized typically 75 processes on 80 logical CPUs (40 physics CPU cores with hyper-
threading). This allowed for learning and predicting for the entire set of (up to) 1,000 employees to
typically less than twenty minutes. This suggests that such an architecture is scalable.

Training a Bayesian network on a specific role can take a significant amount of time, as the im-
plementation does not currently use parallel processing when learning the structure of a single role.
However, both the structural learning and the parameter learning algorithms can be parallelized. Future
work for example, could check for independence between each pair of vertices that does not rely on the
independence of any other pair of vertices. Furthermore, learning each individual (minimal) distribu-
tion’s parameters is independent of any other distribution. However, the iterative improvement of the
structure of a Bayesian network cannot be processed in parallel, therefore, this may provide a bottleneck
in the theoretical maximum speed of learning a Bayesian network.

Additional capabilities, such as sentiment analysis, can be added as features in the Bayesian net-
work, without influencing the scalability of the model. The time complexity of learning the structure
of a Bayesian network is approximately O(nINDEGREE+2) for n features and small INDEGREE, due to
checking each pair of features for independence for each subset of size at most equal to INDEGREE.
Typically, INDEGREE=1 but when increased further it can cause a dramatic increase in the amount of
data required to train the model (to avoid a division by zero error). Hence, the time complexity of learn-
ing the structure of a Bayesian network is cubic in the number of features. This allows for additional
features to be included without a dramatic (e.g. exponential) increase in time complexity.

8 Conclusions and future work

Insider attacks are an ever-increasing threat for organizations with dire consequences. Rogue employ-
ees who possess legitimate access to core systems, and knowledge of security policies and monitoring
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practices can evade detection. Organizations remain ill-equipped in detecting, deterring and mitigating
sophisticated insider attacks, as traditional security controls and detection systems are tailored to external
threats.

Literature on insider threat detection provides the theoretical foundation to understand the motives,
behavior and patterns of insider attacks. The majority of proposed models for insider threat anomaly
detection, mainly focus on processing network data, remaining oblivious to behavioral factors. In this
paper, we evaluated a Bayesian Network architecture by applying our system on CMU’s dataset. Our
system utilizes machine learning to understand the structure of the data, inputs specially crafted features
based on theoretical foundations of insider threat and allows to consider behavioral features, if such data
is available.

We experimented on a number of different Bayesian network models, tweaking hyper-parameters,
the time intervals of training datasets, as well as the time intervals of the predictions. Our results provide
justified and informed decisions on selecting parameters for Bayesian Networks and suggest that these
are a highly effective architecture, as all attacks in the dataset were identified, with a very low number
of false positives. We have also shown that such models scale linearly on time by implementing new
algorithms for running queries.

Due to the unavailability of features representing the psychological or behavioral profile of an em-
ployee, it was not possible to use such features in our model. However, we provided a solution on how
such data, if available, can be introduced to our model. We showed that a crafted Bayesian network
can utilize a resulting anomaly score from our evaluated models and complement it with psychological
indicators to update a belief that an overall situation is threatening.

Our experiment was inconclusive in the amount of data and the time intervals required for the training
period. More subtle attacks require more data, whereas less sophisticated attacks are more efficiently
detected with less data. We provided a mixed model solution, taking input from two differently trained
Bayesian networks, however, in practice a trade-off between capturing changing behaviors and the need
for more data to detect subtle attacks will need to be met. Similarly, conclusive evidence for an optimal
value for pvalparam was not feasible.

Our approach utilized a single synthetic dataset. Therefore, further research is required to test our
system on additional datasets. Future work could focus on using datasets which are either collected
organically from an organization, perhaps with modification to add realistic insiders attacks, or using
datasets which are closer in representation to such an environment despite being synthetic.

To test the crafted approach outlined in this paper, an analysis of the performance of a trained
Bayesian network approach with more precise and tailored features that capture behavioral aspects would
be beneficial. Future work can focus on providing features based on examining the email content for ex-
ample or the content of websites, which can be introduced easily in our flexible architecture.

Finally, improvements, both in time and performance, to the algorithms used to learn Bayesian net-
works could be implemented, and parallel learning algorithms to improve the effectiveness for learning
the behavior of roles with many employees may be required for large organizations.
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